GILL LOVELL—
TEACHER

Finches newsletter
9th November 2018
What a lovely first week back.

 Dates for your diary:
 Monday : swimming  Tuesday: hydro on for
those that do. Horseriding for 2. Please
send with wellies/
boots with heels and
appropriate warm
clothing.Wednesday:
shopping at Sainsburys
 Thursday : softplay
for those that go.
 Friday: visit to Bradford on Avon park.
 FRIDAY 16th NOVEMBER Children in need
day—wear something
spotty £1 donation.


Thanks for sending
in contributions towards the cost of
our snacks and cooking—50p a week really helps. Please
send in a named envelope ( request
from office) as they
have to track monies
going through the

Best wishes for a lovely weekend, Gill, Caroline, Naomi, Julie ,Claire , Steve and Alex and our
MDSA: Yvonne.

Don’t forget to keep
checking our school
website for lots of info and links to useful sites.

So many smiley faces arriving
back in class….lovely
On Monday afternoon we split
and some of the class were in the
sensory room doing intensive
interaction which works so well
for our young people to help them
learn social interaction skills.
Others were in class having a
vry messy but fun time doing
apple bobbing and eating the
sweet from the flour pile to practise story telling. ( I have moved
news to Tuesday pm now as it
takes quite a lot of time for
me on Mondays to prepare the
photos and symbols for news
when I hear from you all about
the weekend excitement.)
Tuesday: Sheila did a science
session about fireworks and
followed this with playing
boccia in PE.
This term in Yoga we are
linking asanas ( poses) to
form a flowing sequence. This
week we went from dog into
sun and it was a great session.
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In the afternoon we practised drawing skills with savoury sauces—bit
smelly!! But good focus. We also had
a moment of quiet while watching
poppies falling in attention Art.
Thursday: In Maths lots of using £1
coins to make dice patterns, matching and to pay for spins—great fun!
Softplay was good and busy too. In
the afternoon we made hot chocolate.
This morning we have been for a
walk and kicked leaves in the park.
This week we celebrate: .Brilliant
swimming—Tom * Great yoga—
James * Brilliant transitions and
eating - Brandon*
STAR OF THE WEEK : Rossi and
Tom for superb yoga!

What I have been hearing about …

FOLS have cancelled the Christmas Fayre. Sorry if you were
looking forward to this or had started to make things for us.
They will try to organise a coffee morning during December
instead.
Lots of clothing/towels etc un-named. Please can you make
sure all items are name labelled—pen is fine. Thanks.
If you haven’t returned reply slip for swimming or horseriding
please do by Monday. Thanks.
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